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Combining [VD02]. Comment [Ant09]. Commit [DV13]. Commodity
[TMNK19]. Communicating [VD02]. Communication [BDJ06, GGM$^+$16, SPAP10, TASA13, LLLM06].
Communications [FJ08]. Compact [CGY$^+$14]. comparators [YE07].
Comparing [Man15, SCF04]. Competition [Ano10a]. Compiler [DV13, UKM02].
Compiler-Assisted [DV13]. Compiler-Enabled [UKM02].
Complementary [SYC07]. Complex [ACG$^+$07, ZL18a]. Complexity
[GG17, LX08]. Comprehensive [NS15].
Compressed [CEA18]. Compressing [PV06]. Compression
[MM03, MVJ17, PBO$^+$15].
CompressPoints [CEA18]. Computation
[ACS02, MLA$^+$14, YHM17, ZB19].
Computations [BY17]. Compute
[JLR18, LYL$^+$16, PL10].
Compute-Intensive [LYL$^+$16]. Computer
[AKK16, Ano08c, Ano09a, Ano09l, Ano09m, Ano10f, Ano10l, Ano10a, Ano10n, Ano10m, Ano11, Ano12j, Ano13j, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano15b, Ano15d, Ano15c, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15a, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano17, Ano18, Ano19, BVL09, Gau09, KLO2, Ska13, Ano10c]. Computers
[AG17, MTH11, Ano10b]. Computing
[BREM08, DL19, JAM17, KNG$^+$18, LJM$^+$14, Man15, WU14, ZL17].
Concurrency [ZWL15]. Concurrent
[ODKK18, ORS$^+$06]. Condition [XYZ15].
Conditions [KCPG18]. Conference
[Ano12c, Ano15h, Ano10g]. Confidence
[PL10]. conflict [Zha06]. Congestion
[GF16]. Congestion-Insensitive [GF16].
Connected [Ano10f, Ano13j]. Conquer
[CLCG14]. conscious [CMLV03].
Consistency [SM02, ZLS10].
Constrained [GO15, KPEC10].
Consumption [BKA$^+$09, FHL$^+$10].
Content [KWL$^+$17]. Content-Based
[KWL$^+$17]. Contention
[SVB17, TV02, WJFH11]. Contents
[Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano12h, Ano16p]. Continuous
[SRT12]. Control [KKK13, LGLK17]. Controlled [ALS09, RCS15]. Controller
[LLPC19, PDGV16]. conversion [RB14].
Convolutional [GG17, LHZ19, SW19].
Cool [UKM02]. Cool-Fetch [UKM02].
Cooperative [CV15, YIJ15]. Copies
[EE16]. Coprocessor [DEC$^+$18, Jun17].
Core [BHL$^+$18, BEA$^+$13, CVPI2, CXS18, DD18, FJ08, GBK$^+$09, IJS18, Jun17, KFJ$^+$03, LMT$^+$09, LA16, MNU$^+$15, NSF$^+$18, PHBC18, PL15, SW16, SMY15, XYMY16, ZLAE17, SPAP10]. Cores [NS15].
Corollaries [CM08]. Correct
[JSK13, KRB$^+$13]. Correction [EE16].
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[DKD07, MAT17, NS15]. Count
[VGMSLN$^+$18]. Counter
[KML18, LLSA18, SJM17, RZ06].
Counter-Based [SJ17]. Counters
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[Ano08c, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano08b, Ano09j, Ano09k, Ano10j, Ano10k, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12i, Ano12j, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano16c, Ano16p]. Cover2
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Per-Core [LMT+09, SW16]. Per-task
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Performance-Efficient [KLZ18b].
Performance-Energy [KLZ18b].
Peripheral [AMW15]. Permanent
[OKS+15, SKS+15]. Persistence
[KQGS16, MAT17, PDGV16]. Persistent
[KQGS16, WYL+15]. Petabyte [Jac16a].
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[Jun17, KJS+19, KMKJ18, KKL+07, Sez10].
Phase-Change [KJS+19]. Physical
[Rot08]. PID [RCS15]. PID-Controlled
[RCS15]. PIMSim [XW+19]. Pipeline
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[HCM10, LLP19]. Plane [TMSA16].
Plane-Level [TMSA16]. Platform
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[ACSV02, DKD07, GF16]. Pointer
[MAT17, RADZ19]. Pointer-Based
[MAT17]. Points [AEJE17]. Policy
[LLKS12, TMSA16, VGMLN+18].
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Power [AEJE17, CNTL16, CVP12, 
CGY+14, CLJ+02, DRGA12, FHL+10, 
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LM+09, LLS+15, PHBC18, PP12, SBBV17, 
SKTC05, SW16, SPJ02, SCF04, TVB+13, 
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Power-Aware [UKM02]. Power-Efficient
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[CTNL16, ZL18b]. Power-Limited
[AEJE17]. POWER8 [LCW+16]. PPT
[ABC+19]. Practical [DM06]. PRAM
[JP13]. Pre [MKSP05, WB14].
Pre-Executed [MKSP05, WB14]. Precise
[NFAE19]. Predication
[JMTP07, JMKP08]. Predictability
[MXP19]. Predicting [PB16]. Prediction
[ST+04, DVAE18, FE07, MHAD15, PGJ12, 
PB16, PS17, SYC07, SLKD14, SW19, 
ZCG18]. Predictive [WCY09]. predictor
[RZ06]. Predictors [SYC07]. Prefetch
[PB16]. Prefetcher [BLKS17, YYK+18].
Prefetchers [PB16]. Prefetching
[AGJ18, LCW+16, PGJ12, TLG+11, ZMC17].
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[MTR18]. Pressure [HCM10].
Pressure-Aware [HCM10]. Prevent
Privacy [MS16, MTM18].
Privacy-Preserving [MTM18].
Proactive [FJ08].
Probabilistic [EF07, RZ06].
Problem [HS04].
Proceedings [Ano10g].
Process [DOM+07, DOM+08, MTT12, Mus09, ZZJ18].
Process-in-Memory [ZZJ18].
Process-Variation [Mus09].
Processing [AG17, AA19, AWD+18, BHL+18, BGP+17, CTJ+17, CHK+18, FFAMK15, JPC18, KZL18, SRV+19, XCW+19].
Processing-in-Memory [BGP+17, XCW+19].
Processor [BDBS+08, CZYY11, KPEC10, KFJ+03, LCW+16, LJ04, MKSP05, VE18, YKMG15].
Processors [ADS+19, ACSV02, CXS18, FJ08, GGS19, GMM+19, LLPC19, LMC+09, Mus09, PGJ12, RADZ19, RYSN04, SMY15, TOIS17, TDO16, VS11, WCYC09, WB14, CMLV03, Zho06].
Profiles [CNHH15].
Profiling [CV15, GMMC15].
Program [KKL+07, NGS15, SSTS17, SHK15].
Programmable [DCG12, DEC+18].
Programming [KLKK14].
Programs [GRCV02, MPPS17, ORS+06].
Progressive [AG17].
Protocol [KSB19].
Providing [KKH14].
PRR [SKD09].
Publication [Ano11j].
Publishing [Ano12c, Ano13h, Ano13i].
Q [GMM+19].
Q-Learning [GMM+19].
Quality [YC15].
Quantitative [LPK16].
Quantum [AS18, ZB19].
Quantum-Dot [AS18].
Quasi [JDK+02].
Quasi-Static [JDK+02].
quick [Ano12k].
Race [EGWM14].
Racetrack [KHB+19].
Radix [SD04, SCL13].
RAM [JP13, MVJ17, YPFP14].
Ramulator [KYM16].
Random [RL09].
Randomized [RL08].
Ransomware [MPA+18].
Rapid [DVAE18, SRS11].
RAS [RCS15].
Rate [PL10].
Rate-Based [PL10].
Read [MVJ17, MSE+17, ZZJ18].
Read-Disturbance [MVJ17].
Read-Once [MSE+17].
Real [PPG+17].
Real-Time [PPG+17].
Rebuttal [BREM08].
Reconfigurable [LLD+18, LYL+16, SSSM18, TNC19, ZL18a].
Recovery [MPA+18, MAT17].
ReDRAM [SSSM18].
Reduce [Cit04, KG10].
Reducing [FHL+10, KL02].
Reduction [HHL16, KKKH18, KFJ+03, SCF04].
Redundancy [GWR08].
Refactored [LKA15].
reference [Rot08].
Refresh [KKKH18, LLSA18].
Regional [YJZ15].
Register [BSBD+08, EE16, Rot08].
Registers [BHD09].
Regression [YYK+18].
Reliability [CE14, DD18, HSUS11, SMY15, TMNK19].
Reliable [KMJ18, KKL+07].
Relocation [SKD09].
Remapping [WMZY17].
Remote [KSB19].
Reordering [SJM02].
Replacement [VGMSLN+18].
Representation [NGS15].
Request [SJM02].
ReRAM [LHZ19].
ReRAM-Based [LHZ19].
ReRAMs [ZZJ18].
Resampling [PL10].
Research [AWD+18, KL02].
Reservation [LZS+08].
Resilience [LBB+19, OKS+15, SKS+15, SHK15].
Resiliency [LSS+15].
Resilient [ODKK18].
Resistive [MLA+14, YKMG15, YWG17, ZL17].
Resource [KCP+19, KQD18, LZZ+08, OKKK18, RMMLK16, CMLV03].
resource-conscious [CMLV03].
Response [FHL+10].
Restating [EE14].
Results [ACSV02, MKSP05, WB14].
RETOFIT [ZKF+18].
Reuse [BY17, CMP+14, LPK16, YHM17].
Reusing [MKSP05].
Revenues [DOM+07, DOM+08].
Reviewers [Ano11b, Ano12b, Ano13b].
Revisiting [WB14].
Rich [LBB+19].
Rock [Ano15h, Ano15i].
Rollback [MAT17].


Scalable [APK+18, ABC+19, GWR08, MCY+12, RSRT19, SRV+19, TASA13, ZL18b]. Scale [AG17, DRGA12, DSVK12, HCM10, MTH11]. Scaled [ILXY18a, ILXY18b, KCPG18].

ScaleGPU [KLKK14]. Scaling [CTNL16, GO15, MLM+06, SPJ02, SCF04, YC15]. SCC [CLCG14]. SCEPTER [DPC16].

Scheduling [CCWY17, DK16, DC18, LLKS12, LKK515, LA16, MNU+15, SBVB17]. Scheme [CLCG14, MMR17, SLC03, WJFH11]. Second [LMJ12]. Section [MNU+15].


Set-Granular [YJZ15]. Shader [WCYC09]. Shaping [JLRA17]. Shared [CZYY11, FJ08, IXS18, SLKD14, SRLP09]. Shared-Buffer [SRLP09].

Shared-Memory [IXS18]. Sharing [GG17, KCP+19, LMJ12, RMMLK16, WYM+16].


SIMD [WCZ+12]. SimpleSSD [JZA+18].

SIMT [LPK16]. Simulation [AKK16, AC+07, DM06, Hos18, JZA+18, KL02, LHZ19, LJo4, SCL06].

Simulation-Based [KL02]. Simulator [Ano10a, FLSZ17, JC17, KHB+19, KYM16, PZX15, PHO+15, RCBJ11, XCW+19]. Simulators [BVL09, CAPS09].

Simultaneous [SHW19, WYM+16]. Single [BEA+13, KKL+15, KH18, KFJ+03, MNU+15, MJBK11, SD02]. Single-Cycle [MJBK11]. Single-ISA [KFJ+03, MNU+15].


Small [JLA16]. SMT [HR10, KH18, RYSN04, SHW19, TVB+13].

SMT-Directory [HR10]. SMT-SA [SHW19]. SoC [MYY+14]. Society [Ano09a, Ano10c, Ano11i, Ano08c, Ano09l, Ano09m, Ano10f, Ano10l, Ano10n, Ano10m, Ano11i, Ano12j, Ano13j, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g]. Socket [SPAP10].

SoCs [BHY+19]. Soft [EE16, EUVG06, KRB+13, PL15, SG14, YE07]. Software [BKA+09, CTJ+17, CV15, LMK06, MKM17, TVB+13, XWG+14].


Sparse [YG18]. Spatial [SW19, ZCG18]. SPEC [KL02]. Special [Ano10c].
Specialization [NGS15]. Specific [WCC14].
Speculation [MG14, RL17, XJ09].
Speculative [GQLZ19, SLC03]. Speed [MTT12, MCRV07, ZL18a]. Speedup [LJ04]. Spintronics [CHK+18, LJ18].

[GGM+16, Jac16a, JZA+18, KNG+18, KL18, KSO+16, KLZ12, KR18, MXS19, RCBJ11, SJA+17, XL07, ZLS10, LLLM06].

System-on-a-Chip [XL07]. Systems [AKK16, BDBS+08, CLJ+02, CEA18, GQLZ19, GRCV02, HBL+10, ILG10, KJS+19, LBB+19, LJM+14, MAHK18, PPG+17, PL15, PZX15, PPG11, SLC03, SPAP10, TLG+11, ZYY03, LHWB10]. Systems-on-a-Chip [GQLZ19]. Systolic [SHW19].

Table [Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano16p, Ano16n, Ano16o, KL18, Ano12h].
Technique [AMW15, ILXY18a, KR+13, MV15, Mus09, WCYC09]. Techniques [DKD+02, PL10]. Temporal [BLKSA17, EF07]. TERMinator [MTM18].
There [Ano12k]. Thermal [CFM+03, SRS11, Wu14]. Thermally [XYMY16]. Thinking [Ano16k]. Third [OSH16]. Third-Party [OSH16]. Thread [CCYW17, GBK+09, KKL+15, KH18, MNU+15, MGI14, RYSN04, SLKD14].
Thread-Level [MG14]. Thread-Sensitive [RYSN04]. Threaded [VS11]. Threading [SMZ18]. Threads [HH16, KMK17, ORS+06]. Three [RL08].
Three-Dimensional [RL08]. Threshold [KPEC10]. Throttling [UKM02]. Throughput [ILXY18a, ILXY18b, KKK13, LPPC19, Mic13, SRLP09, SCL13]. Tile [Mus09, CZYY11]. Tile-Based [Mus09].
Tileira [CZYY11]. Time [KNG15, LLAS18, PPG+17, RADZ19, LX08]. Timing [RL17, XJ09]. TLB [CLJ+02, PHBC18].
Toggle [PBO+15]. Toggle-Aware [PBO+15]. Tolerance [EUVG06, Zha06].
Tolerant [GDF+04, HRF+11, PL15].
Topology [GD06, KBD07]. Tori [GDF+04, SDTG04]. Torus [RL09]. Trace [MM03]. Traces [PV06]. Tradeoff [SHK15].
Traffic [HLH16, JLRA18, TD02, ZLAE17].
Training [KR18, LHZ19]. Transaction [LZS+08]. Transaction-Aware [LZS+08].
Transaction [BKA+09, DD18, LLD+18, WJFH11, WYL+15, XWG+14, BLM06].
Transactions [Ano10b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano12k, Ano13e].
Transcending [CTJ+17]. Transformation [KKKH18, LD02]. Translation [LMJ12]. Translation-Lookaside [LMJ12].
Transparent [KKH14]. Tree [SJM17, Ant09, GVG+08]. Trees [SB18].
TrustZone [PPG+17]. TrustZone-Assisted [PPG+17]. TUNE [CXS18].
Tuner [LCW+16]. Tuning [CXS18, YMBA19]. Turbo [VMS17].
TWiCe [LLSA18]. Twin [TMSA16]. TWL [KJS+19].
Ultra [MTT12]. Ultra-low [MTT12].
Unaware [KKK14]. Understanding [XHG+19]. Unfairness [SJA+17].
Unidirectional [Ant09, GVG+08].
Unification [RB14]. Unified [LHZ19].
UNISIM [ACG+07]. Unit [DCG12, GG17].
Units [GMMC15, JLRA18, MTT12].
Untitled [Ska09b, Ska10b, Ska11b]. Unused [KG10]. updates [RZ06]. Upgrading [IPS14]. Ups [MCRV07]. Use [FJ08].
Usefulness [PB16]. User [MLM+06, PZX15, LLLM06]. User-Driven [MLM+06]. User-Friendly [PZX15].
user-level [LLLM06]. Using [AG17, BHY+19, CHK+18, GGS19, GO15, KKP+18, KCP+19, KH18, LMT+09, LJ04, MCY+12, PL10, RADZ19, WLWZ19, WB14, YE07, YHM17, BREM08, JDK+02, MTT12, SLC03, SCL06, Zho06]. Utilization [TMSA16].
Validation [GWR08]. Valley [GBK+09].
Value [AS14, CST+04, KKH18, SW19].
Value-Aware [AS14]. Values [EUVE06, KRB+13]. Variability [DRGA12, RCS15].
Variance [MTT12, Mus09]. Variations [DOM+07, DOM+08]. Variety [AG17].
vCache [KKH14]. Verification [ZL10].
Versatile [WZLQ15]. Vertical [HREM11, ILXY18b].
View [KKH14]. Virtual [CE14, KNGK15, PHBC18]. Virtualization [SYC14].
Virtualized [HBL+10, KKH14].
Vision [GQLZ19]. VLIW [Jac16b].
VMOR [MSI18]. Voi [Ano15a, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano17, Ano18, Ano19]. Volatile [PZX15, RM18, SM18, VHN15, WZLQ15].
Voltage [CTNL16, HADAS18, KCPG18, MFT12, SP10, SFC04, YC15].
Voltages [MTT12]. vs [GBK+09]. Vulnerabilities [HSUS11, KWK18].
Warehouse [AG17, MTH11].
Warehouse-Scale [AG17, MTH11]. Warp [ZTS16]. Way [VVLYW03, Ano12k].
Way-Halting [VVLYW03]. Wear [KJS+19, LZLX15, ZKF+18].
Wear-Leveling [LZLX15]. Wearables [Ano15i].
Web [MGII14, VP16, ZSLR14].
Webpage [ZSLR14]. Weight [GG17].
Weight-Sharing [GG17]. Weighted [EE14, RL09]. Weighted-IPC [EE14].
Window [LLSA18]. Wire [CIT04, ZL18a].
Wire-Speed [ZL18a]. Wires [TNC19].
Word [VD02]. Word-Interleaving [VD02].
Words [KG10]. Workers [VP16]. Worklist [ZMC17]. Worklist-Directed [ZMC17].
Workload [EE14, KL02]. Workloads [BHL+18, DS09, LMT+09, XHG+19, ZAK+17]. Worst [SKTC05, SCL13, TD02].
Worst-Case [SCL13, TD02]. Write [ILXY18a, LKKS15, WMZY17]. Writes [ILXY18b].
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X [XHG+19]. XML [BVL09]. XML-Based [BVL09].

Years [Ano10b]. Yourself [Ano10d].

Zebra [KKKH18]. Zero [KKKH18]. Zero-Aware [KKKH18]. [AKSV02]
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